This letter proposes an easy-to-implement blindly weighted non-coherent receiver (BWNCR) for low data rate impulse radio ultra-wideband (IR-UWB) systems operating with pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) signals. We first derive the theoretically optimal weights for the likelihood ratio test based WNCR (LRT-WNCR) in closed-form. In order to refrain the LRT-WNCR from demanding a priori knowledge of the channel and the noise variance, we further develop a low complexity receiver to accomplish the optimal weightsetting and threshold-setting in an entirely blind manner. Simulations verify that the bit error rate (BER) of the BWNCR closely approaches that of the LRT-WNCR, which is achieved with ideally known channel state information and noise variance. Keywords: blind signal reception, WNCR, PAM, IR-UWB Classification: Microwave and millimeter wave devices, circuits, and systems
Introduction
In recent years, energy detection based non-coherent receivers have been motivated for IR-UWB systems with simple circuitry [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . The initial work investigating the conventional non-coherent receiver (CNCR) for IR-UWB pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) signals dates back to [1] . In order to combat the aggregate noise effects encountered by the IR-UWB signal of inherent extremely low duty-cycle, weighted non-coherent receivers (WNCRs) were proposed in [2, 3] to acquire additional processing gain through optimal combination of the symbol statistics. Nevertheless, those WNCRs are only feasible when the channel state information (CSI) and the noise power are readily available. To practically obtain these indispensable nuisance parameters for optimal weight-setting and threshold-setting in WNCR, an intuitive way is to employ pilot-symbol aided (PSA) estimation methods [2, 3] . However, transmission of pilot-symbols incurs an efficiency penalty in practice, especially for the low data rate applications.
To tackle the efficiency degradation problem, we formulates a blind WNCR (BWNCR) scheme for IR-UWB PAM signals, which serves to effectuate the weight-setting and threshold-setting procedures without demanding any a priori knowledge of the channel. A symbol-decision aided estimation (SDAE) algorithm is particularly tailored for succoring the iterative parameter estimations for practical implementation.
System model
Suppose each symbol contains N f frames, we have the received IR-UWB signal as
where i, j, T f , and T s denote the symbol index, frame index, frame duration, and symbol interval, respectively; τ is the coarsely synchronized timing offset. The pulse-amplitude symbols are d i ∈ {0, 1} and c i ∈ {−1, 1} accounts for the polarity randomization code introduced to smooth the signal spectrum. The pulse response of the multipath channel is mp (t). Given that the prefilter bandwidth W of the receiver is sufficiently large, the additive white Gaussian noise is n(t), with zero-mean, variance σ 2 0 , and double-sided power spectral density N 0 /2.
Without causing confusion, we omit the symbol subscript i hereinafter.
Each T f is partitioned into K sub-intervals with equal length T b and the received signal energy samples within the j-th frame are
where the K × N f aggregate received signal energy sample matrix for one
For mathematical tractability, y(t) is modeled by zero mean Gaussian processes with different variances, under different hypotheses [6] . In particular, the probability density functions (PDF) of y k,j under two hypotheses (UWB pulse being absent or present) take the Chi-Square forms:
where
is the gamma function, and the average PAM signal energy within the (j, k)-th
In an uncorrelated scattering (US) channel environment, the likelihood ratio (LR) of the symbol statistics Y is
and we can express the log-likelihood ratio test (LLRT) as
is the symbol decision threshold, andd is the demodulated symbol.
The philosophy behind the derived optimal weights ω (opt) k,j in (6) is that the aggregated energy of the UWB multipath components existing within time interval [jT f +kT b , jT f +(k+1)T b ] is exploited for weighting the received signal energy sample y k,j in (2). If y k,j contains more UWB energy, the optimal weight will proportionally contribute more in forming the weighted symbol decision statistic (WSDS). In this way, the received signal energy samples containing UWB component will be proportionally strengthened and those containing the noise components only will be suppressed accordingly.
Suppose the weights {ω k,j }
assemble the K × N f weight matrix W LRT , we obtain the WSDS as
Both [1] and [2] have approximated y k,j as Gaussian random variables according to the central limit theorem when M is asymptotically large. Consequently, Z LRT = tr(W T LRT Y) also complies with Gaussian distribution, 
Optimal weights and threshold of BWNCR
The proposed BWNCR has four building-blocks as depicted in Figure 1 . Given a target weight matrix W BWNCR , the optimal solution can be defined as the one that maximizes the square of the deflection coefficient ( where
By applying the linear transformation, β = R 1/2 0 β, and substituting β in (9), we have
whereȒ θ = R −1 0 R θ , and the constraint of β T β = 1 in (9) still holds true due to the fact that J 2 DC (β) = J 2 DC (β ), for β = cβ, ∀c = 0. Maximizing J 2 DC (β ) in (10) can be achieved by solving the equation:
where we still use β to represent β . After some manipulations, we havȇ
where the maximum
Here, ||.|| is the Euclidean norm, eig max (.) returns the principal eigenvector corresponding to λ max (.), and λ max (Ȓ θ ) is the maximum eigenvalue ofȒ θ .
Finally, the WSDS of the BWNCR is
where the optimal threshold λ opt (θ) is derived as the crossing-point of the two PDFs in (8) to minimize the BER. To be more specific, we have
where the parameters are respectively expressed by Φ 0 = tr((W
BWNCR ), and
Implementation of the BWNCR
It is obvious that implementation of W LRT , W WNCR , λ LRT (θ), and λ opt (θ) in Table I would practically incur frequent transmission of pilot symbols, because squeezing out Θ from Y levies tremendously challenging task for the LRT-WNCR and WNCR schemes. The derived W (opt) BWNCR substantially simplifies the implementations by demanding eig max (Ȓ θ ) only. Specifically, the weight-setting and threshold-setting of the BWNCR can be carried out by the SDAE algorithm:
Step 1) Two N f L × K first-in-first-out (FIFO) memories are utilized at the BWNCR, and they initially store 2N f LK noise energy samples before any Table I . Methods of weight-setting and threshold-setting.
Receivers
Optimal Weights Optimal Threshold
Dependent on cross-point of two hypothesis PDFs
Determined by desired false alarm rate (14) receiving operations; Once the symbol receiving procedure begins, the FIFOs are updated at the symbol rate to record the most recently received L raw symbol statistics.
Step 2) Prior to the i-th symbol decision, the data stored in the two FIFOs are respectively denoted as
Step 3) On the basis of {Y
and {Y
, R θ , R 1 , and R 0 for the i-th symbol decision can be estimated as
where the forgetting factor is set as
The mean matrices under different symbol hypotheses are respectivelyȊ
Step 4) Based onȒ
θ,est , we obtain the optimal weights.
Step 5) Similarly, we can calculate the adaptive optimal threshold λ opt (θ) in (14) by usingȊ
1,est , and the estimated parameters in (16)∼(18).
Step 6) If the current i-th symbol is decided as '0', Y (i) is stored in FIFO 0 or FIFO 1 otherwise (symbol decision aided data storing);
Step 7) Go to Step 2) or exit.
Compared with PSA weight-setting, the extra complexity of the BWNCR is the computation of eig max (Ȓ θ,est ) only. Practically, the matrix size ofȒ
is relatively small, e.g. K = 8, 16, 20, yielding low computation complexity (approximately O(K 3 ) for each symbol).
Simulations
In Monte-Carlo simulations, the transmitted UWB monocycle pulse is of Gaussian shape with width of 1ns; other parameters are fixed as T f = 80ns, T b = 5ns, N f = 1, and K = 16. The BER of the conventional WNCR (Conv. WNCR) scheme with perfectly known CSI is used as a benchmark for the LRT-WNCR and BWNCR. Fig. 2 gives the BER performance of the BWNCR in IEEE802.15.3a CM1 and CM3 channel environments, respectively. The simulations confirm that the LRT-WNCR has the identical BER performance as that of the conventional WNCR. It is easy to observe that with the help of only a few most recently received symbol statistics, the proposed BWNCR is capable of achieving almost the same BER performance as that of the conventional WNCR and LRT-WNCR, which are furnished with readily available perfect knowledge of the CSI and noise variance.
Conclusion
An easy-to-implement BWNCR scheme is developed for IR-UWB PAM signals. The derived blind optimal weights and threshold can be obtained in completely blind manner with significantly low implementation complexity. Simulations illustrate that the BER performance of the blind weighting scheme closely approaches that of the WNCR aided by the ideally known CSI and noise variance.
